Majors cards

0: Fool --- El Loco : new beginnings, opportunity and potential. at the outset of your journey, about to take a first
step into the unknown.
1: Magician --- El Mago : conscious awareness of yourself as an individual-show what you can do, time to work
your magic
2: High Priestess --- La Sacerdotisa : bear witness to all that’s occurred to you and the human race without judgment - introspection, self-reflection, and intuition
3: Empress --- La Emperatriz : Mother Nature and maternal, nurturing parts of you - your creative imagination,
desire to create, move nurture and nourish something along
4: Emperor --- El Emperador : order and power, the leader- the leader in you, the observant part
5: Shaman --- El Chaman : a direct connection to the spirit world, ask for inner guidance, Be still and listen, hear
the truth of your heart
6: Lovers --- Los Enamorados : You have conscious connections and meaningful relationships -- a beautiful, soulhonoring connection with a loved one -- maybe even your soulmate or life partner.
7: Chariot --- El Carro : It’s about willpower, determination, and strength. You make decisions in alignment with
your values, and are taking action on those decisions
8: Strength --- Fuerza : strength, determination, and power - those of the human spirit
9: Hermit --- El Hermitano : take a break, draw in your energy and attention inward to find the answers you seek
10: Fortune --- Fortuna : reminds us that the wheel is always turning, all is constant change. difficult times it will
get better from here. Good luck and fortune will return
11: Justice --- La Justicia : justice, fairness, truth, and the law. You are called to account for your actions and will
be judged accordingly
12: Hangman --- El Colgado : sometimes you have to put everything on hold before the next step, surrender to the
opportunity to pause and to reassess
13: Death --- La Muerte : symbolizes the end of a major phase that is no longer serving you - open up to what is
far more valuable and essential. must close one door to open another, put the past behind you and embrace new opportunities and possibilities.
14: Temperance --- La Templanzana : bring balance, patience, and moderation into your life. being invited to stabilize your energy, to allow the life force to flow through you
15: Devil --- El Diablo : your shadow side, negative forces that constrain you, hold you back from the best version
of yourself
16: Tower --- La Torre : expect the unexpected: enormous change, upheaval, destruction, & chaos.
17: Star --- La Estrella : a welcome reprieve after time of destruction and turmoil. It brings renewed hope, faith, a
sign of being blessed by the Universe. Next is a peaceful, loving phase of life
18: Moon --- La Luna : intuition, dreams and the unconscious - light that is dim, uncertain, and only vaguely illuminates our path
19: Sun --- El Sol : means success, radiance and abundance. You will have strength and positive and radiant energy
will follow you
20: Judgement --- El Juicio : time to a life-changing decision, it requires intuition and intellect. maybe at a crossroads, aware that any choice will be a significant change
21: World --- El Mundo : at the end of a long journey. This is an indication of completion and satisfaction, the
work has been done and it’s time to look upon the result.

Suit of Grails

Ace of Grails --- As de Grails : the beginning of a new romantic relationship...or perhaps a creative endeavor.
Two of Grails --- Dos de Grails : Flow of love, creating deep connections and partnerships
Three of Grails --- Tres de Grails : Is about friendships + harmonious relationships -- sensitivity, compassion, and
sympathy with one another, with a common goal for the greater good of all
Four of Grails --- Cuatro de Grails : you are bored or dissatisfied -- feeling disengaged, apathetic, or unmotivated.
Five of Grails --- Cinco de Grails : difficulty, loss, and the challenges of dealing with that loss.
Six of Grails --- Seis de Grails : innocence, childhood nostalgia, naive happiness, and reunion
Seven of Grails --- Siete de Grails : what’s in your mind must be dealt with not only in your dreams but in the
world of reality. Be careful of wishful thinking or illusions
Eight of Grails --- Ocho de Grails : shows change and transition. comes with an immediate reaction of sadness
and sense of solitude, ask yourself what to do to bring deeper satisfaction and joy beyond pursuit of material satisfaction or physical enjoyment. seeking deeper meaning in life and focusing on personal truth.
Nine of Grails --- Nueve de Grails : represents personal integrity. a tendency to daydream and enjoy pleasures of
life. Balance ’thinking big’ with action to ensure fulfilling dreams. Count your blessings, live in the moment, enjoy
the good things life offers. It can also indicate splurging and indulging in life’s luxuries
Ten of Grails --- Diez de Grails : there is an idyllic state, be grateful for the blessings. You are clear on your personal beliefs and values , you have successful life with those values. You continue to do what feels right to you and
you only.
Daughter of Grails --- Hija de Grails : explore your creative and emotions, find a new idea or opportunity. Creative energy flows, and how to express it? Inviting an open and curious mind. A curious mind leads you to discover
new aspects of your life, within yourself. Open up to all possibilities, esp of a creative or intuitive nature.
Warrior of Grails --- Caballero de Grails : romantic - in touch with his intuition and emotions and shows compassion and understanding
Queen of Grails --- Reina de Grails : a sign of being nurturing, caring, compassionate and sensitive. Embody
"nurturing mother" energy - support by listening with heart and compassion. Be empathetic and intuitive to sense
needs. Allow others to express their emotions and be their truest, most authentic. A sign you are highly intuitive, creative, and flow with surrounding energies.
King of Grails --- Rey de Grails : A sign of mastery over the realms of emotion, creativity and the unconscious.
One has gained control of feelings, don’t let things get to you, and steer clear of drama, choose an emotionally balanced, calm approach. Remain emotionally mature in face of negative energy. Be firm on personal boundaries

Suit of Pentacles

Ace of Pentacles --- As de Pentaculos : There comes new beginnings, opportunities, and potential, in the material
world: finances, wealth, career, physical health and manifestation of your goals.
Two of Pentacles --- Dos de Pentaculos : juggling your priorities and responsibilities, yes you are doing an excellent job of balancing, while remember the thin line between coping and losing control -- so manage carefully.
Three of Pentacles --- Tres de Pentaculos : collaborate with others achieving big results -- the value of different
ideas and levels of experience. Even with all very different, share to create synergy.
Four of Pentacles --- Cuatro de Pentaculos : you accomplished many goals and have great material wealth. On
the other, is risk that you come to value only material wealth
Five of Pentacles --- Cinco de Pentaculos : financial loss upon you, hard times, mostly finances and material possessions. A bruised ego, esp when success correlates to financial wealth. now no longer feeling safe. Although fell
better, these are temporary effects -- this too shall pass
Six of Pentacles --- Seis de Pentaculos : have accumulated great wealth w/ financial harmony. and can offer financial assistance to those in need
Seven of Pentacles --- Siete de Pentaculos : you understand the value of putting in time and energy, for short and
long-term rewards. Put attention on the right areas ignore tasks without value. hard work will pay off. step back from
the day-to-day and look at the bigger picture. Celebrate creation and assess progress.
Eight of Pentacles --- Ocho de Pentaculos : apprenticeship on to mastery - you are working to improve and become a master
Nine of Pentacles --- Nueve de Pentaculos : speaks of financial independence. do not be afraid to splurge, indulge,
pamper, as a reward, abundance comes with hard work, now enjoy the fruits of your labor. Invest wisely, seek advice
to make the most
Ten of Pentacles --- Diez de Pentaculos : Now comes a point of completion and accomplishment. You have wealth
and abundance gained by hard work. It is time to share this wealth with others
Daughter of Pentacle --- Hija de Pentaculos : new beginnings, inspiration, and the initial stages - ability to manifest a personal goal or dream and in the midst of a new project
Warrior of Pentacles --- Caballero de Pentaculos : represents work, effort, and the responsibility that follows the
Daughter. You are working towards your goals, there is a plan and there is schedule. Not quickly, but consistent,
dedicated, and committed. accept responsibility without complaints or grudges, and never leave a job half done
Queen of Pentacles --- Reina de Pentaculos : worked hard to generate financial or physical security, which allows
you to be generous and share with those you love
King of Pentacles --- Rey de Pentaculos : Wealth means: material, financial, worldly success. using ambition and
confidence to create wealth for self and others, generating self-worth from what has accumulated and share with others.

Suit of Scepters

Ace of Scepters --- As de Cetros : potential-in the spiritual, energetic realm happening. Ideas are flowing easily
and effortlessly. feeling motivated and inspired to pursue a new path
Two of Scepters --- Dos de Cetros : the spark of inspiration is turning into a clear action plan to bring your idea to
fruition. The discovery phase becomes what you want to manifest - next you work out how
Three of Scepters --- Tres de Cetros : your plans well underway & are considering even more ways to expand and
maximize the potential for future
Four of Scepters --- Cuatro de Cetros : joyful celebration, blissful happiness, and appreciate the good things in
life
Five of Scepters --- Cinco de Cetros : Now in the midst of conflict, tension, and competition with others - impacting your ability to move to your goals - everyone is fighting to be heard and voice their opinions.
Six of Scepters --- Seis de Cetros : reached an important milestone, achieved a significant goal and are feeling confident, self-assured, successful.
Seven of Scepters --- Siete de Cetros : worked hard to get to an enviable position and are being challenged by others to take your place
Eight of Scepters --- Ocho de Cetros : struggles from before have mostly cleared and have the freedom and space
to move forward. You contain a high level of energy and movement that propels forward to reach goals at a faster
pace
Nine of Scepters --- Nueve de Cetros : signify that in the face of adversity, you stand tall and strong. If on the edge
of exhaustion, you are still resilient
Ten of Scepters --- Diez de Cetros : taking extra burden, a heavier workload, or greater responsibility. Maybe unconsciously taking on and feeling weighed down, exhausted, and burnt out, maybe everything at once,
Daughter of Scepters --- Hija de Cetros : a free spirit with a passion for life! filled with new ideas and inspiration
about what is possible
Warrior of Scepters --- Caballero de Cetros : actual pursuit of an idea - bold, courageous, and willing to go into
unknown territories to further your mission and your dreams
Queen of Scepters --- Reina de Cetros : you are confident, courageous, and determined. are here to see through
creative visions and life purpose, even in the face of adversity and challenge
King of Scepters --- Rey de Cetros : pure fire energy in masculine form, not so interested in creation and creativity
-- will take an idea, have others actualize that idea.

Suit of Swords

Ace of Swords --- As de Espadas : brings new energy from the intellectual, on your way to a new way of thinking,
are open to embracing or learning something new.
Two of Swords --- Dos de Espadas : facing a challenging decision, but unclear about which to take. Weigh out the
pros and cons of each choice and make a conscious judgment. Use both your head and your heart
Three of Swords --- Tres de Espadas : you are feeling deeply hurt and disappointed - you have been pierced by the
sharp blades of hurtful actions
Four of Swords --- Cuatro de Espadas : rest before what comes next, recharge your energy before the next phase
or challenge
Five of Swords --- Cinco de Espadas : you have had a falling out, disagreement, or conflict, and are walking away
with sadness and loss, maybe upset and resentful. Even winning, you have lost as much as they did.
Six of Swords --- Seis de Espadas : in a state of transition, leaving the familiar, moving to the unknown. Might be
leaving a house, a relationship, a new jobs, a rite of passage or mental shift, your own doing or forced
Seven of Swords --- Siete de Espadas : Here is theft, betrayal, deception, and trickery. trying to get away with
something ? hoping to go undetected. OR may be the victim of someone else’s betrayal.
Eight of Swords --- Ocho de Espadas : feel trapped and restricted by your circumstances. You believe options are
limited with no clear path out
Nine of Swords --- Nueve de Espadas : dark thoughts and disturbing feelings are weighing and keeping you up.
excessively worrying, and negative thoughts are stressing and make one anxious. A cycle of awful thoughts lead to
another becoming overwhelming
Ten of Swords --- Diez de Espadas : There is a sudden and unexpected failure or disaster crushing without warning or mercy. Usually out of your control. You have been back-stabbed or betrayed by a trusted person.
Daughter of Swords --- Hija de Espadas : full of energy, passion, and enthusiasm. bursting with new ideas and
plans for the future. She emerges when one is exploring a new way of thinking, perspective, knowledge, or technique
Warrior of Swords --- Caballero de Espadas : using the power of intellect to achieve goals, a sign of one highly
driven, ambitious, and action-oriented -- so highly motivated to succeed that nothing will stop one pursuing dreams.
Queen of Swords --- Reina de Espadas : the gift of using your intellect and unbiased judgment. lead from the
head, not the heart. discern situations without the influence of emotion or sentimentality
King of Swords --- Rey de Espadas : in your power, running with authority and respect. Stand firm in your truth,
express with deep conviction. have the courage and intellect to achieve all you desire.

